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FULTON, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, AUGUST 23, 1946

VOLUME FIFTEEN

NUMBER THIRTY

One Killed And
Calf Show At
Harry Richards Won
Accused Tennessean
Tragic Accident
4-H Club Attends
Two Hurt As Car
Fulton Fair Grounds
Kills Self With Belt Championship In TheKills Lad As Auto
Club Camp At Murray
Crashes Into Tree
Ken-Tenn Golf Tourney
Hit Him Last Week
The Fulton County 4-H Club
Vowel', Held As Slayer 01

47 4-H Club boys and girls from Cage
Baby Calf Show will be held at the Charles L. Ray Jr., of Ripley, Tenn.,
Wife, Dead At Dresden
Fulton Country Club Staged First
Fulton county are attending 4-H
Fulton Fair Grounds September 4
Soldier, Dies In Fulton
Annual Even Here Last Week;
Club Camp on the campus of Muralong with the annual Fulton CounHospital
thia
WeakCollege
68-year-old
Vowell,
Cage
Teachers
TournaFor
State
Laid
Plans
ray
Thirteen
Picnic.
Bureau
Farm
ty
ley Countian awaiting trial for the
week.
, ment Each Year
nineclub members have fed out
Charles L. Ray, Jr., 18, soldierMr. Morris Drake, State 4-H lead- murder of his wife Aug. 3, wrote
teen calves far this show. PremKentucky
Monof
early
while enroute to his
hitchhiker,
case
University
own
his
to
end
the
an
from
er
one
Club,
accidents
Country
Fulton
The
tragic
One of the most
iums will be as follows:
home in Ripley, Tenn., from Scott
day by hanging himself in his jail of the finest in West Kentucky and
ever to happen In this city occurred will be the camp director.
Class
First
Field, Ill., died early Saturday
Ten counties will be represented ceel at Dresden, Tenn., Sheriff Tom Tennessee, was the scene of the Kenabout 10:30 August 14, as Clyde
Blue ribbon group, $5.00 each.
ex- Grooms reported.
morning in the Fulton hospital, as
Tenn golf tournament on August
Samples, 6, was run over by a car at this rneeting which has been
each.
$4.00
Red ribbon group,
camp held
Vowell previously had attempted 14, when golfers from many sura result of injuries sustained as the
driven by Oscar Nanney, at the pected to be the largest
White ribbon group, $3.00 each.
car in which he was riding failed
suicide by swallowing a handful rounding towns participated.
Bennett Cafe corner on State Line- in this district.
Seaond class.
Western,
from
immediately
girls
tablets,
sleeping
to make the corner at the top of
of
and
Boys
Fulof
Richards,
Harry "Judge"
st. The lad, son of Mr. and Mrs.
champion, $10.00
Grand
Lodgeston who after shooting and killing 64-year- ton, with 71, s;as acclaimed the
cemetery hill on Fairview-av, and
Jack Samples of South Fulton, was Cayce, Tyler, and
Reserve Grand Champion, $8.00.
as follows: old Mrs. Lottie Vowell in the rear champion fo the first annual tourncrashed into a tree.
rushed to Haws Memorial Hospital, are attending camp are
Third Placing, $6.00.
Western—Lucille Rogers, Helen of a crowded store at Sharon, the ey. He was presented a lovely
E. W..Sabro, Jr., 816 Washingbut succumbed at 2:30 from alsFourth placing, $4.00.
ton-st, Matchez, Miss., driver of the
King, Opal Miller, Angeline Cun- sheriff said.
trophy by the Young Men's Busi&ma) injuries.
Fifth placing, $2.00.
McKimmons,
car, was seriously injured. Oscar
Vawell's body was found hanging ness Club.
The child had left his tricycle on nigham, Bettye Sue
Third Class Economical ProducWil- from the overhead bars of his
Ann
Margie
S. Young, of Scott Field, escaped
Sutton,
Patricia
Raymond Andrus, runner-up, re- tion.
the east side of Paschall-st, and
Rogers, cell at 5 a. m. He had used his ceived a $25 war bond donated by
with lacerations and minor injuries.
gone to McKinney Grocery. As he liams, Betty Dalphyne
First Ora-, $15.00.
Doris Childers, own 'oelt, tiei_ng one end to the the City National Bank. Other winSabro sustained a fractured leg, and
returned to his cycle he ran into Rosie Lee Andrews,
Second place, $10.00.
Lewis Sutton, Elm- bars and forming a loop for his ners were:
internal injuries.
the pathway of the Nanney auto. Bobby Roberts,
Third place, $5.00.
Down- neck with the aid of the bu,ckle
Lee
Daniel
Henson,
The car a 1941 Oldsmobile failed
Glynn
er
Howard
T.
J.
third;
Moore,
Jack
Mr. Nanney, traveling east on State
Professor E. S. Goode, from the
to make the turn at the top of
at the other end, the sheriff lsaid. of Hickman, fourth; E. P. Shelton.
Line. stopped at the intersection a- ing.
University of Kentucky will judge
An indictment charging first decemetery hill, ran wild down the
Cayce—Earlie Ruth Kemp, BonDr. R. V. Putnam, player with this show.
waiting the light change. He made
side of T. B. Neely home, to stop as
right turn on the Martin high- nie June Kemp, Manon Scott, Wan- gree murder was returned againstl most birdies; Andrus, player with
Following the Beef Calf show the
it crashed into a tree. Mr. and
by the grand jury last most pars; W. J. Blockberger, plaVway. He said that he never did see da StaBins, Frances Walker, Jane Vowell
first Fulton Junior Dairy Show
Later,
Mrs. Neely went to the scene of
week.
affidavit
an
filed
was
Sue
Wilma
Bazzell,
Alceon
Atwill,
bogies.
most
with
er
car
the
strike
the ahild, but felt
will be held. This show is open to
in Circuit Court in Dresden assertRichards turned in a brilliant 4-H Club and Future members of the accident, and an ambulance and
something. When he looked back, Brasfield, Bobble Sue Buchanan,
police were called. There were no
ing Vowell was insane and "not performan.ce, making a 35 on his
he saw people gathering to pick Betty Jean Buchanan, Ruth Jean
Fulton and Hickman counties and
Bondurant Mary Jane Bondurant, capable of rendering his attorneys first nine holes in a downpour. At the South Fulton 4-H Club. Entries witnesses to the accident.
up the child.
Parents of young Ray -arrived
ale Samples, father of the child Weldon Jones, Joe Harrison. Cecil assistance, as would be necessary the beginning of the 8th hole, he are limited to grade and registered
was three strokes under par, but Jerseys and Guernseys and ;nust Saturday morning, from Ripley and
and employee of Joyner's Liquor Jacdson, Ralph Adams, James A. for trial," on the murder charge.
the body was taken to Ripley for
The fatal shooting of Mrs. Vow-' Dame Luck parted company with
Store Hugh Rushton and Ike Sand. Workman, Clem Attain. Thomas
be the property orthe members. All
interment. He had been in service
ell, the sherrif said, followed her him, and the last two holes cost
era, chief of police, ran to the child Jones, Dart Adams, Dub Adams,
entries must be on the grounds
since January 14, 1945, and had
unsuccessful attempt to have him him a pair of fives.
and Halvey Bondurant,
and rushed him to the hospital.
by 10:00 A. M. September 4 and reTyler—Neta Bailey. Katherine aommitted to a mental institution
Then in the second round, Rich- main until 4:00 P. M. the same day. been stationed at Scott Field.-He
Ala Nanney surrendered to South
is survived by his parents, two
this year.
ards came back with aril even par
Fulton authorities, pending a hear- Bradley, Geraid Holt Jones, Harold earlier
Premiums are as follows:
brothers and four sisters.
County
Judge
Cayce
isPentecost
and
Garrison
Lyrl
Billy
Garrison,
36,
of
total
a
the
for
for
71
of
18
ing.
Heifers born after July 1, 1945.
sued the lunacy warrant arid order- holes. Richards is no novice when
Funeral services were held Fri- Charles Barton.
Ist.--$7.00; 2nd.—$6.00; 3rd.—
day afternoon at First Baptist Lodgeston—Bettye Joy.ce Conner, ed Vowell confined to an institution it comes to winning matches, for $5.00; 4th.—$4.00; 5th.—$3.00.
Dangerous Corner
Church by Rev. Sam Ed Bradley. Glynn Marshall Sams, Christopher for observation. Vowell's attorneys, ever since he was a caddie at the
Heifers born between July 1,
Now Has "Stop Light"
Eastside E. Perry, and Robert Glynn Per- however, instituted habeas corpus local course, he has been turning 1944 and July I, 1945.
Inta rment followed at
proceedings,
contending
he
had
ry.
good
In
lie
the
performances.
won
of
aharge
in
Martin,
in
cemetery
lst.—$7.00; 2nd.—$6.00;
3rd.—
Fulton's most dangerous corner,
been denied a request for a jury to city cl;ampionship twice.
Hornbeak Funeral Home.
$5.00; 4th,--$4.00; 5th.—$3.00.
at Eddings and Fourth, Plow has a
try
14,in
the
on
.
lunacy
wiartuat.
The child leaves his parents; one HICKMAN COUNTY TO
Despite a drizzling rain, the
Cows born between July 1, 1942
stop light back in tairlddia. and
"- 0‘910411 otito ttif**61dcitinn a hear iournament was a real sucress, with and July 1, 1944.
sistcr, Elizabeth Ann Sampler, hit uP10444efloOLS AVG. Ir
as la
ing before' Judge Ethel Morris, who
motorists are warned to obey it,
grandmothers. Mrs. Richard Sam- -51 'players participating. The comIst.—$7.00"; 2nd.—$6.00;
3rot—
K. P. Dalton, chief of police states.
ples of Milburn, Ky., and Mrs. LizHickman -county opened its Ful- ruled he had not 'been committed mittee in charge of the tournament $5.00; 4th.—$4.00;
Th,is corner has been the scene of
gham, Columbus, Beelerton, Oak- legally.
zie King of Martin.
Cows born- before July la1942.
are to be •commended for the fine
The shooting folloWect 'several
many bad -automobile accidents,
ton, Shiloh, Kane, colored, and
work they have done in getting an
lst.--$7.00; 2nd.—$6.00;
3rd.—
and the light should help to control
•
Columbus, colored, schools last weeks after the hearing.
annual ' tournament started here, $5.00; 4th.—$4.00; 5th.—$3.00.
Farm Bureau Annual
accidents.
Monday. August 19, as•cording to Sheriff Grooms said Vowell drove inset next •year the event should be
Judges will be from the Dairy
his car to the rear of the variety
Authorities In Fulton and South
, Picnic And Barbecue
Supt. Dentis McDaniel.
even bigger.
Department at the University of .
• '
Fulton are continuing their efforta
school shop, where his wife was employed
The Hickman
county
A few years ago' the club hotise Kentucky..
to entorc'e traffic -leers, and to
J. B. McGehee, Seey-Treas. of board has increased the counts; by their daughter, Mrs. M. V. Rob- was destroyed by fire, and Will reincrease'safety rekiasteres in the
Fulton County Farni Bureau stat- schbol tax from 75c to 41.10 per erts. He left the engine running. newed intereat
Fultoh Coun- BOOKS BEING PURGED;
twin-cities. Motorists are urged to
ed today that plans were now be- $100 valuation. This increase per- the sheriff said, entered the stora try Club, the tirhe •g •tiot.fais.
VOTElp MAY REGISTER
co-operate in the safety program,
ing formulated for the big annual incts all Hickman tsounty grade with two guns, and fired five bul- tent when ai movement" as$4 be THROU.GH SEPTEMBER 6
observ/traffic regulations, parking
meet on September 4. Chas. E. schools to operate or, 4 basis of II lets into his wife, who was seated atarted to erect
nevi'buildind 'on
at a sewing marhine.
and resist a temptation to
Wright, President, has rho& tha eight.-itionths. • •
the grounds that could ba 'used as •Fulton county registration books zones,
Returning. to his ear, Vowell esFines are being asse'ssed daia civic ,center •and rheetlng•'place are now open for registration until speed.
, varaius appointments of all corncaped ainid da hail of gunfire from
ly in the city, court, as motoriits
mittces and these committees are
Landscape Training School lalarshal Goyd Wright,,who fired for avarioui clubs and. community midnight, September 6. Persons violate traffle Ades.
now getting along,nicely with their
events.
• 411i.it who have never registered or who
four bullets into the fleeing auto
respective departments. Complete Held At Cayce
have failed to vote in two succeedfailed
but
stop
to
it..,
HICKMAN COUNTY BOYS.
issue
detas will be in next week's
ing elections, and those who' have
.,4-H
-Leaders
Club
Mr.
with
;Wright,
Constable
HarCOMPETE AT STATE .SHOW
of this paper. Watch your paper.
A landscape a a-ling school will
moved from one precinrst to another
Mr. McGehee also stated that the be held in the basement of the i ris Brinkley, gave chase and found Will Meet August 28th
should register in order to vote in
Four Hickman county boys will
six couaty 4-11 Club Beef and Dairy Methodist Church in Cayce Friday Vowell asleep in a cotton field near
the coming November general
attend the state fair in Louisville
cattle show and the Beef Calf Sale August 30 for the Fulton County I his abandoned auto. The marshal
The Club recreation leaders from election.
next week, August 25-31 ,tn repfewill be held on the following day Homemakers' Club lanscape lead- said Vowell had, taken a large dose -Fulton, Ballard, and Hickman counCounty Clerk Clardie Holland
I of sleeping -tablets' in an attempt
and that' officials of the Distriat ers.
ties will meet at Clinton for a has purged the registration books sent Hickman County1.^4104 ,meinShow are also working out plans
Adams, Home to commit suicide.
Mrs. Margaret
recreation training school Wednes- regularly, and citizens who wish to bers in the state-avideVhAstock
Vowed was revived at a Martin
for their show to be announced Agent, will give the lesson based
day August 28, for an all day meet- vote in the November general elec- judging team coMpeflr-The
boys are H. C. Sams, 41%,4,. O. D.
in next week's issue also.
on work received recenty from Mr. hospital and immediately begged ing.
tion and in the primary election
N. R. Elliott, Landscape Speaialist for the sheriff's and marshal's guns
The following Fulton county next year should register during Cook, Jr., Charles Hancock, lid
to "finish the job," the officeis
,s
•..
at the University' of Kentucky.
REVIVAL STARTS AT
recreation leaders for the new this period through September 6. Jerald Chandler.
4,, .1 s
The following leaders are expect- said. He was later removed to the year beginning in September are
FIRST JAPTIST„..,enURCH
ed at attend this meeting to carry jail in Dresden.
CITY COURT FINES
•
to attend this meeting:
SUNDAY. AUGILIS'T 25
THIEVES BREAK INTO
the lesson back to their club in SepFOR PUBLIC DRUNKENNESS
Bennett—Mrs. John Binkley and 3-WAY POOL ROOM
BOLINS 1101VIE FOR
Mrs. James C. Binkley.
Dr. A. C. Baker, evangelist, of tember.
VISIT WITH FOLKS
Bennett— Mi's. O. C. Croft.
Saturday was a busy day at the
Brownville—Mrs. J. A. McCarty.
Macon, Ga., will conduct a series
Thieves gained entrance through
city police court with Judge Lon
Cayce--Mrs. Chester Wade.
of revival seryLces at the First Bap- Brownville—
of
Pool
window
east
-Way
3
an
the
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bolin will
Cayce--Mrs. W. B. Sowell.
Crutchfield--Mrs. Clyde Corum. Room Monday night, and pilfered Adams presiding. Richard Hamiltist church here beginning next
arrive Friday for a visit with their
Crutchfield—
ton, colored; Buck Sutherland and
Hickman—Mrs. Paul Stahr.
Sunday, August 25, Rev. Sam Ed
the place, Mis. Bruce stated this
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. GardHiclunan—Mrs. Annie 'Turner.
George S. Trenter, were fined for
Montogomery—J..P. Threlkeld.
Bradley, pastor states. Gradie Bloycl
week. Cash in the cash registers
Montgomery—Mrs. R. E. McKel- ner of Fulton, and Mr. and Mrs.
publirs drunkenness.
Palestine—Mrs. Gus Browder.
of Greensburg, Ky., well known
were taken, the receipts from busiBolin
•
Smith
Clinton.
of
Sylvan Shade--Mrs. G. T. Mc- ness after 6 p. m. An effort was
song leader. will be in charge of vey.
Mrs. Gardner completed her B. Mullin.
Palestine—Mrs. Mlle Browder,
CONGRATULATIONS
the song services.
made to rob tha -"juke" box, but
Sylvan Shade—Mrs. Harry Prath- S. and L. S. degrees at Peabody in
TYler—Mrs. Clifford Trusty.
Services will be 'held twice daily
was
this
unsuccessful.
June, and since that time has been
er.
Mr. awl Mrs. Ray Pate announce
Victory—Mrs. John Dawes.
- at 7:15 a. m.-and 7:30 p. m.
This is the second time that thievemployed . in the college library.
'Tyler—Mrs. Leona Keating.
the birth of a son, Jerry Ray, born
Western—Mrs. Elbert Clark.
recreation
this
into
broke
have
es
Bolin
Mr.
his
finished
B. A. course
VLatory—Mrs. Edna Btown.
August 14 at Haws Memorial HosBRAZILIAN MINISTER
this week. We will return to NashWestern—Mrs. Mattie Sutton.
pital.
ON PROGRAM AT FIRST
CLEANERS TO
QUALffY
ville this fall to take religious trainRAPT% FIIIIRCH HERE
UNCLE HANK
SPONSOR
OK
INTRODUCES
NEW
ing at Scarritta Callege, and conCAY'CE P. T. A. WILL MEET
• Mr. and Mts. W. H. Howard 'anCOMIC SERIES IN NEWS
CLEANING iPROCES6
tinue the study of voiZ•e at Peabody.
nounce the birth of a son, born
Rev.. David Comes, prominent MONDAY, AUG. 26
Mrs. Bolin has acaepted a position
Fulton hospital.
Braziliah Baptist minister, providThe O. K. Laundry-of this city August 15 at the
"Uncle Hank," the home town
The Cayce P. T. A. will meet at in Vanderbilt University as lied an interesting feature of the
a
prointroduced
cleaning
has
new
week
each
appear
will
philosopher,
following the brarian.
program at the First Baptist church the school directly
in the aolumns of The News in cess that is gaining national atten- BARDS ENTERTAIN
on Monlast Sunday morning. Rev. Cornea opening :school excercises
pictorial form. Emulating noted tion because it enables them to -do
ATTEND
CONVENTION
came to the United States in Jan- day morning August 26. Officers for
Dr.- and Mrs. Robert Bard, Omphilosophers of the past and pre- shrinkage cleaning, Vernon - Owen
AT CHICAGO
elected.
year
coming
be
will
the
semiBaptist
the
uary to study at
plimented Dr. Randell Luten, wife
will expound wit- revealed this week.
Hank
Uncle
sent,
Plans for the year will be discussnary in Forth Worth, Tex.
The process has been worked out and daughter, and Mrs. Ltitien's
C. L. Gardner of Gardner's Stu- ty sayings and worthy advice. We
atDuring the evening service, Jos- ed. All parents are urged to
know you will enjoy this feature. by Mr. Owen in the local laundry, mother, Mrs. Emma Volkerding,
dio,
emand
Williams,
Opal
Miss
eph Williams, one of this .communi- tend.
Uncle Hank is the brain-child of and is called "Operation OK." So with a barbecue supper August 14,
ployee Jen Monday to attend the
ta's best known singers, was guest
Cleaners, so watch for this astounding has been the success of at their home on Cleveland-ay.
Quality
Dell W. Taylor of Sharon, Tenn , National Photographers Conventl,on
Guests 'included Mr. and Mra.
soloist.
this process which guarantees no
character each week.
homely
employed at the Oowl Drug at Stevens Hotel in Chicago.
"The Romance of a Century", de- Is now
shrinkage of clothes, Mr. Owen Frank Beadles, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Mts.
and
Mr.
pharmacist.
picting the first 100 years of the Co., as
come in Bennett. Jr.. Dr. and Mrs. Russell
They shrill sit every man• under
Abstracted ftom home, I know no said, that inquiries have
daughter, CharSouthern Baptist convention, in Taylor have one
seeking Rudd, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Weaks,
cleaners
other
many
from
world.—Thomas
this
in
his
vine and under his fig tree.— happiness
Ann, 9, and arui looking for
sound motion piettare. was then lotte
done. Mr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards,
is
it
how
about
facts
the
all
Jefferson.
Micah IV-4.
living quarters in F ton.
Mrs Harold Owen, Mrs. Paul Basal,
shown.
Dry bread at home is better than
The largest part of mankind ate
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Wright are
What the nation needs is some Mrs. Ronald Jones and Miss Mary
at
than
strangers
greater
nowhere
roast
Herabroad.—George
meat
at
vacation
days
few
a
Royster.
As the homes, so the state.— A. spending
good examples.
home.—S. T. Coleridge.
bert.
Pickwialt Dam.
Bronson Alcott.
Clyde Samples, 6, Run Over By I
Car Driven By Oscar Nanney,
'
Prominent Farmer Of
Bennett Community
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hmann's Fast Ria.
YOU BAKE AT
r this baking, disfresh for weeks on
ready to hell, You
d. rolls, buns at a
Dissolve mccordin
use as fresh yeast.
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Card of Thanks,
Business Notices and Political Cards
charged st the rates specified by
advertising department

Friendliness and helpfulness are
always found together. A friendly
hand is a helping hand.
Make friends loy being tolerant.
Respect the riglits, opinions and
beliefs of others. Be gentle with
their failings. Those who expect
to find a friend without faults,
without
themselves
find
will
friends.
Make friends by being loyal.
binds
that
Loyalty is the
tie
friends together. Disloyalty breaks
this tie. The other person may be
unaware of your disloyalty. But
you know about tie and that's
what makes the differences.
In the end, it's worth whatever
it takes to make a friend.

Advertising is the modern way of messages were printed on clay tabevery circumstance. —Mary Baker
Eddy.
telling the world what you want lets but why rely upon clay tabA determinate purpose in life and it to know. There was a time when lets today?
a steady adhesion to it through all
disadvantages, are. indespensable
conditions of success.—W. M. Pun.
shon.
A double minded man is unstable
in all his ways. —James 1:8.

In a recent article I quoted from
GOODS AND SAVINGS
a radio address made on March
2, 1930, by the late Franklin RooseTne vdiue of all goods produ.ced
velt. That speech was one of the
Ilubecription rates radius ot
ablekt, perhaps the most able, ever in the United States, in the second
miles of Fulton $1.50 a year. Elsedelivered in defense of States' quarter of 1946, exceeded $46,000,wbsre 42.09 a year.
Rights and Freedom of Enterprise. 000,000, according to the DepartIn that oration, Governor Roose- ment of Commerce, which says this
velt posed a question and then pro• is a gain of $4,000,000,000 over the
ceeded to answer it. The question first quarter.
By comparison, when war prowas: "But what are the underlying principles on which this gov- duction was in full swing in 1945,
COTTON
goods were being produced at a
MAKING FRIENDS
ernment is founded?"
His answer was: "First arid fore- rate of about $52,000,000,000 a
The OPA has authorized inFriends don't just happen. You creases in the price of cotton tex- most, the new thought that every quarter.
It appears that individuals, howhave to make them. And the only tiles, that will lift cotton apparel citizen was entitled to live his
way to make a friend is to be one in retail stores an estimated
ever, are not saving anywhere as
8 per own life in his own way so long
Make friends by being helpful. cent and raise the retail prke of as his conduct did not injury any much money as they did in 1945.
What little help we can give oth- such items as sheets and towels by of his fellow-men. This was to be During the first six months of this
a new Land of Promise where a year, net savings of individuals
ers is a debt we own each other. abouth 17 per cent.
•
man could worship God in the way amounted to only half as much. For
he saw fit; where he could rise by the first six months of this year,
. industry, by thrift, by intelligence, individuals have been saving at an
to the highest places in the com- arunial rate of $19,000,000,000. While
monwealth, secure from tyranny, this may not be as mtich as the exsecure from
injustice—a
free perts expected, one might remark
agent--the maker or destroyer of that it is not hay.
his own destiny."
This writer fully agrees with this SOCIAL SECURITY
thumb-nail description of the concept on whichth is nation was
Old-age insurance tax was frozen
founded, and upon which it pro- at 1 per cent of employes' pay and
gressed with such success for 160 employers' pay rolls for another
years. What a pity that when year. by Congress just before it
We take careful pains with your clothes when
Franklin Roosevelt moved from the adourned. The payroll tax
had
Governor's Mansion at Albany to been due for an automatic increase
you bring them to us for dry cleaning.
commence his long residence in I to 2.5 per cent on wage earners
the White House, he promptly pro- and their ethployers next January
ceeded to forget this fundamental 1. Federal grants for the needy
We strive to render prompty, satisfactory
of Americanism!
aged
.
, the blind and dependent
service and have built our business upon satisAs a result, for the past thirteen children were increased.
years, we witnessed a rise of demfied customers.
agoguerY in America. As has hap- THE DRAFT
pened in other nations, our American demagogues rose to power
The Selective Service has deBring us your dresses, coat suits, suits, etc.,
through gaining advantage. This clared that men with 24 months of
trick of arraying the misses a- substantially continuous service in
and we'll make them spic-and-span and ready
gainst the classes—the "have-nots" the merchant marine are to be
for service again.
against the "haves"—is almost as deferred from the draft. Effective
old as time itself. That's what hap- October 1, 1046, the period of serpende not so many years ago in vice in the merchant marine for
WE ALSO REBLOCK MEN'S HATS.
Russia, a few years later in Italy, which draft deferment will be
still later in Germany and Spain, granted is lowered to 18 months.
then in France, and most recently
in England.
When a demagogue prevails, it
W. W. Jones & Sono
is primarily the fault of the people.
Funeral Home
He appeals to their vices rather
129
Halvesuity
Phase
than to their virtues. He arouses
MARTIN. TENN.
Commercial Avenue
envy fans it into hatred, and when
Fulton, Ky.
•Distineeve &Ran Well
sufficiently inflamed, uses it for
Within Year limas
his own selfish ends to the eventual destruction of the very people
whom he makes a pretense of protecting and helping.
TIRE REPAIR
Yes, this has happened in America these past few years. We have
SERVICE
seen the vices--waste and indolence
—rewarded, and penalties exacted
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
on the noble virtues—thrift and
industry.
Vulcanixin' g
your roof.
..
Too many of %tire have forgotten
A Specialty
that people msut put into a DemoTIN WORK A SPECIALTY
cratic as well as take out. Recently
we have done nothing but take out,
and if we continue with the devasAUTO PARTS
tating proecss ,we will so sap the
governemnt of its strength as to
AND TIRES
leave it vulnerable to some vulture
TIN SHOP
ditatcor hovering nearby, waiting
to pounce upon it and devour the
PHONE 47S
Alain and Olive Streets,
carcass.
Fulton, Ky.
Continued appeals to the weaknesses--greed, envy, covetousness-4 of the American people, will not
make for a strong and united
democracy. Such foibles in a naCorner Main and Washington
tion do not fortify it against either
FULTON, KY.
its external or internaj enemies.
Moral stamina and manly virtue
in a people are what give them unity of action and the esprit de rorps
necessary to repel any attempt at
eurtailment of their liberties.
To be strong, the Arnerican people must abandon the "somethingfor-nothing" will o' the wisp. As
—for-a nation, we must reverse our
course--we muSt again put into our
government, not just take out.
Remember what Franklin Ftoosevelt said: One of the underlying
principles on which our governConcrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
ment is founded is that each indi—and—
vidual is "a free agent—the maker
or destroyer of his own destiny."
Sand and Gravel. See us for your building

Careful, Expert
Cleaning Service

QUALITY CLEANERS
FURNACE and ROOF

International
Trucks........
SALES AND SERVICE
PARTS AND SUPPLIES
We are now authorized agents for
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS

We are also the authorized BUICK dealer in
Fulton.
1•VHEN YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NEEDS
REPAIRING OR AN OVERHAUL JOB-SEE US!

BOB WHITE
MOTOR CO.
Fourth St. Ext.

Phone 60

Fulton, Ky.

INTERIOR
DECO,RATING?
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers.
Paints. Varnishes. Finishers and Supplies.
OMCE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers Carefully Repaired

FULTON WALLPAPER & OEM SUPPLY
COMPANY
304 Walnut Street
Phone 85

-No!
Liddi

Falba. Ky.

Smaliman & Webb

Mel Simons

'Easy To BuiW
With BLOCKS

CALL US

DRY(LEANING

LAUNDRY SERYKE

DECISION

needs.

Adams & Lowe
Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

Men must be decided on what
they will not do, and then they are
able to act with vigor in what
they ought to do.—Mencious.
There is nothing more to be
esteemed than manly firmness and
decision of character.—Hazlitt.
No man, for any considerable
period can wearo ne face to himself and another to the multitude,
without finally getting bewildered
as to which may be true.—Hawt horne.
Be sure that God directs your
‘.
, ay: then hasten to follow under

#eatFord Trucks
FEATURING
32 IMPORTANT
ADVANCEMENTS
New 11111111i1213313 alloy
pistons with 4 rings
aseh--sew EILVALOT
these and
snarly more advancebearings .

Cash and Carry Service
Your Pcdronage Is Alp
ways Appreciated.

PARISIAN

ments mean more work

These fine new trucks add Mill
ffirther to the great Ford truck
reputation of more work tor
Mos money. Thirty-two new
engineering advancements incresse their efficiency and your
profits!

We Urvice AM Makes
Oar tborougidy trainee Spark
mechanics sod special track
service facilities enable us te
give you A-1 service
makes.

for Wes mooryl

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.
FULTON, KY.

LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
Phone

NEW TRUCKS

USED TRUCKS.

TRUCK SERVICE
MOM
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ROCK SPRINGS

ited Mrs. Jitnmie Moore, of near
DULLES PESSIMLSTIC
•T1DBITS
Fulihum, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd spent
Mrs. Jennie Pulley visited a few
When I went to school at FideliJohn Foster Dulles is off to EuSunday with Mr. and Mrs. Mitchel days this week in Crutchfield.
ty, there were no- grades, no grad- rope, along with an American deleGuyn.
Misses Marie and Gladys Moore uation, no passing,
no failing—we gation, to create "common ideals
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and visited for a while Monday night just went to
school. That meant th e standards" among the peoples
daughter, and Miss Ina Bellew vis- with Mrs. Vera Byrd.
that we good-sized boys and girls of the world to assure future
peace
Mrs. Thelma Dillon and baby practically memoriz
ed our books; but he is a bit pessimistic about the
spent Tuesday with
Mrs.
Nina there was nowhere else to go and enterprise.
Moore and family.
little else to do. After going over
CAGLE & BOWLIN
Mr. Dulles says it is a -race beMrs. Nellie Taylor is spending the same books
for some four or tween what his group is undertakthis week with her sister, Mrs. Co- five years,
Furnaces Vacuum
we had lots of time to ing and catastrophe and that if he
len Brown.
spare for note-writing or mischief had to bet right now, he would
Cleaned
Mr. and Mrs. Nora Copelen and or loafing. Fortunately,
some of "bet on catastrophe." If peace deMartha Kay, and Mrs. Nora Cope- our teachers knew of
ways to keep pends upon the immediate estabPlumbing and Heating len
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. A. us employed. Almost from
my first lishment of common ideals and
Stoker Service
Brown far awhile Wednesday nite. day in school I wanted
to be a standards throughout the world the
Mr .and Mrs. R. A. Brown visit- teacher; that gave my
teachers a nations might as well begin mob206 Church St.
noon.
lead in what to do with me in spare ilization.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen times.
Phone .399
The idea that everybody has to
and Martha Kay and Mrs. Nora
As we had all the grades in our be alike in order to
keep world
Copelen attended the ball game in school, one teacher
was kept pretty, peace ,is a mistaken assumption.
Water Valley Sunday.
busy. Sometimes a large boy or All that nations, and their
people,
Mrs. Nellie Taylor is spending girl would be called to help
out. have to decide is whether they
a few days with Mrs. Walter Stal- And there is where I got
my first want to rob their neighbors. If
lins.
experience as a teacher. I must they can agree upon the principle
have been all of eight years old.
I that they will not use war for the
Welding and Machine
All men are born free and equal knew my letters and could read purpose of taking what doesn't behad started to school at long to them, they ,can differ upon
but some of them grow up and before
Shop
six; by
the time I was eight, I everything else and still have peace.
get married. — Pensacola Airport
must have been a child wonder,
Electric and Acetylene Gosport.
for I recall that I was studying
SILVER
Harvey's Grammar along with the
Welding
big boys and girls - Along in the
Accurate
In order to defray Treasury
late summer of that year /vlark and
handling expense and to discou—
WORKMANSHIP
Elmus
started
to school. They we-re I
General Repairing
buying from the Treasury
At Low Cost good-sized boys, big enough to age
when silver is available directly
wear long pants or reasonable facWatches Cloeits and Time
from producers, the OPA raised
Pieces
similes of long pants. Elmus, the
All Kinds AccuratePhone 345
the price of silver to industrial
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
older, knew a little about reading,
users to 91 cents an ounce, onebut Mark, a namesake of my counANDREWS
half cent above the minimum set
103 McDowell St.
try-doctor father, did not know
A in the new Silver Price Act.
JEWELRY COMPANY
from B. My teacher set me the task
of teaching Mark his letters. If I
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
had known then what I know now,
I fear I would have, begged off.
But youth is ever hotiefa I began
my hopeless task. "What is that?''
I woul ask. "Don't know" he would
TIRES VULCANIZED
answer, very naturally. "That
is
A." "A" he would repeat very
AND RECAPPED
nasally. And on we went through
all twenty-six of the strange characters. The first day I thought he
Auto Parts
must know, for he repeated
after
Sporting Goods
me each letter, as if he knew
and
wanted to know. But the next day
he did not recognize any of
Kelly-Springfield Tires
the
crooked marlcs, in spite of my
profound knowledge and my persisMEL SIMONS
tent teaching.
And so I had to start all over
Phone 478
again. With a little prompting
he
could name two or three the third
Upper Main St, Fulton
day. Whether I ever got Mark
to
recognize all the letters or not
it
is too late to find out. Maybe
I
was merely to give him a
head
start and tfien let the teacher finish
up. Whatever the agreement, I
fear I failed on my first pupil,
for
RADIO REPAIR
I am positive that he never learned
to read. Probably, if he .still lives,
SERVICE
the twenty-six characters are
as
puzzling to him now as they were
about 1898.
Parts and Tubes
But this faliure in itself probably
started me to teaching with a de"No! No! Not that.
tell where my thermos of Fulton
Pure Milk is termination to do better on my othhidden."
Phone 1261
er pupils. Thirty thousand have
followed Mark; some of them learned about as readily as he; some
H A M'S RADIO
caught on at once; some fell down
a few Hines on grammar or spelling
SERVICE
or punctuation and then rose to
fight again. Several of the large
number have lengthy titles after
324 Walnut St., Fulton
their names; hosts have degrees of
some sort; and other thousands
dropped out of school before graduation. But I love them all and
wonder what they might have been
like if I had not cut my eyeteeth
as a teacher trying to get Mark,
in the old Fidelity schoolhouse, to
know the difference between A
and B.
Chiropractor

GUY WEBB

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

PLUMBING SERVICE
JUST CALL FOR

R. D. STRATTON, Plumber
at the

B.& B. SUPPLY Co.
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highlands.
,
Fulton, Ky.

WANTED!
MACHINE OPERATORS
EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIENCED
APPLY AT ONCE
AT THE OFFICE

HenryI.Seigel Co.
Phone 801

Fulton, Ky.

Notice To Our

CUSTOMERS
:401Effective Monday August 19th, 1946, we will
open daily at 7 A. M.
We will close daily at 5 P. M.
This change is being made solely for the benefit of our employees.
Your cooperation in making this change will
be greatly appreciated.

Browder Milling Co.,Inc.

DR. T. M. REID

RECIPE OF

rim wEEK

City National Bank Bldg

%Wm

ALL
set ef the same basket
Ta.0.3. materials for cakhing up
ton thousands of applications for telephones, extending farm telephone service, and providing
snore long distance facilities all come from the some basket.
It's a big basket, but war communication demands emptied
switchboards, buildings, cables
k and left us way behind in
requires.
service
telephon
e
everythi
ng
end
materials — lead,
In spite of hampering shortages of raw
copper, steel and the like — we're making progress. And
we won't let up until there's plenty of service, local and
long distance, for town and farm.

SOUTHERN BEU. MEMIONE AND TELEGRAPH counter
tmcOltPOILATED

One way to be- thrifty with meat
is to stretch it with crumbs, then
use it as a filling for green peppers.
Ground or chopped beef, pork or
chicken may be used, said Miss
Florenc.e Imlay, foods authority at
the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
Stuffed Peppers
6 green peppers
3 cups shredded chicken
1 cup chopped celery
1 tablespoon onion
2 tablespoons pimento
1-2 cup cornbread crtunbs
1-2 cup bread crumbs
1 teaspoon salt
1-2 cup .chicken broth or milk
Cut off the stem ends of the
peppers and remove the seeds. Boil
the pepper shells for about 5 minutes in salted water, then drain.
Mix shredded chicken with crumbs'
and seasonings, and moisten wifh
broth or milk to make a soft mixture. Stuff the peppers with the
meat mixture and bake in a moderate oven,about 350 degrees, for
30 minutes, or until peppers are
tender.
Menu: Stuffed peppers, baked
potatoes, harvard heets, cabbageapple slaw, biscuits, butter and
canteloupe.

Office Hous 9 to 12;

to 5

OUR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS
ENJOY WIDE POPULARITY

Evenings 7 to 8 p. m.

Hundreds of our patrons are enjoying the
Plasmatic Therapy
PHONE

si

Electrical Treatments

rich, wholesome. goodness of our pure pasteurized milk, which provides

priceless vitamins

and minerals to build strong bones and healthy
DRIVE IN

bodies.

TO SF:E
PIT BAR-B-Q, SOUP, CHILI
SANDWICHES

CALL FOR "PURE" MIX
FOR THE HEALTH'S SAKE

Oppen Sundays and Every Night

HOP'S LUNCH ROOM
Plenty Parking Space
Curb Service
Across Street From OK Laundry
Your Patronage Appreciated

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
Phone 8134

Fulton, Kentucky
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JAMES-RINGO
ENGAGEMENT

Teachers College, Murray, Ky.,
prior to his entry in the service as
a pilot with the Nninth Air Force.
Since received his discharge, he has
been studying aernautical engineer
ing at Purdue University in Lafayette, Ind., where the couple will
make their home.
The bride will be given in marri-

MRS. MTTlE !MEACHAM

WHAT HOMEMAKERS WORK
HAS MEANT TO US

e onga Enabled Me
To Remain On My Job"

Mrs. Mattie Irene Meacham, 38,
died August 14. at the Haws Memorial hospital, after an-illness ot Alyna Butler, Club Sec. Retiring
In contacting Homemakers Club
three weeks. Funeral services were
held Friday afternoon at the Miss- members we find many types of
ionary Baptist church in McConnell interesting and enthusiasm. Memeven more ,
'longer.
by Rev. J. R. Hamlin, pastor. In- bers for many years are
Distress From Nervous my job muchgave
me wonderful reterment followed at Walnut Grov% Interested and realize keenly the
"Retonga
Sleeplessindigestion,
age by her father. and her only at- cemetery in charge of White-Ran- definite need for expansion intc
lief. Every meal now finds me
tendant will be Mrs. E. D. Robinnew counties. People must never
ness And Sluggish Elim- ready to eat heartily. Restlessness
som of Union City.
son of Memphis. James K. James,
all
Relieved So and constipation are relieved and I
She leaves her husband; two lose their ability to learn. We
ination
brother of the groom, will act as
children, Arlene Frances 2, and need to daily study to do our daily
He Was Sur- sleep and feel like a different man.
Promptly
best man. Joe R. James and Robert
and
with
methodical
Billy Edward 7; her mother, Mrs. work more
Retonga brought me greater reSays
Mr Brock. lief
prised,
Lynch of RIIton and Dempsey W.
Alfred B. Green of Mayfield, Route better technique. Honesty, integrithan everything else I ever
Ringo Jr., of Clinton will serve as
Feels Like Different tried put together."
4;' two brothers, Roy Green of ty and fair dealing are aims of
ushers.
Man.
Pilot Oak and Alfred B. Green of Homemaker clubs. Creative thinkPiyorsburg;
two sisters, Mrs. Floy ing and creative working are con"I knew that if I did not get re"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
and
speed.
Hill of Proyorsburg and Mrs. Beth- stant for accuracy
lief soon from the tortures of nerA thousand counties in the U. S.
el Gail of Fulgham.
vous indigestion I could not stay
in have no county agent. Members ' on my job much longer. I finally
Mrs. Meacham was born
disprogram
by
boost
our
must
Graves county, Feb. 24. 1908, dautried Retonga and it gave me reghter of Alfred B. and Ethel O'Kel- seminating'all the helpful informa- lief so promptly I was really
Who
is
'there
the
public.
ly Green. She married Bruce O. tion to
astonished," gratefully states Mr.
Meacham in November, 1934. Mr. among us who does not covet the Moses Brock of 525 W. Vine St.,
Meacham operates a garage at Mc- lovely, simple abilities of our agents; Knoxville, Tenn. Discussing his
and club leaders .and especially the happy experience with this noted
Connell.
graciousness of the specialists who herbal stomachic and Vitamin B-1
give our lessons. Club membership medicine, he happily continued:
BRIDE-FT FCT
is the greatest help possible to
"I began suffering from sour
HONORED
make us study constantly to be:- stomach and belching spells years
MR. MOSES BROCK
Lake Street, Fulton
able to achieve more. making good ago, and home remedies soon lost
Thousands praise this famous
Miss Betty Ann Reed, bride-elect, decisions, and developing
well their effectiveness. My appetite
medicine. Retonga is inteded to rewas honered with a delightful din- rounded personalities.
left men and I had to force down lieve distress due to insofficient
Next to the City National Bank
ner party August 14, at the home
Homemakers clubs must make whatever I ate. Sometimes I felt flow of digestive uices in the stomof Mrs. A. G. Baldridge on Fourthour needs and wants coincide. For too restless to get much sleep and ach, loss of appetite. Vitamin 13-1
st. when she, Mrs. Clyde Williams
the coming year we are having constipation kept me taking harsh deficiency and constipation. AcJr. and Mrs. Charles Payne comGroup Culture added to our pro- purgatives. Finally I got to feeling cept no substitute. Retonga may be
honoree.
plimented the
gram. The great need for such act- so badly rundown I realized I could obtained at DeMyer Drug Co.
A two course dinner was enjoyed
ivity is plainly visible. to develop not go on suffering and keep up
Adv.
by the guests after which a bridal
well rounded lives. Homemakers
contest and games of bingo were
and mothers strive to be poised and subjects.. entailed in the study of regular. patrols which run over the
Bring your watch to us for regulation and reheld. Mrs. J. H. Isbell received the
gently sweet—the ideal in life is foods, clothing, houses and furruchbingo, prize, and Miss Sarah Smoot
highway every third day, was amto do our best. loving the good and ings is gotten from these lessons.
oair service. Satisfaction assured.
was awarded the contest prize.
bushed in a deep cut between cornpure at all times. We share the
One
member
said
"I've often
Guest list include Mrs. Clarence
experiences. of our children and go thougt of giving up the homemaker fields and the Chinese opened fire
Reed Airs. J. W. Morrison of
!places with them: they enjoy our club work because of the need of with machine guns, rifles and greHiclAan, Mrs. J. H. Isbell of BarksI confidence and interest in their time it takes to attend, but I find nades without warning.
dale Field. La., Airs. C. W. Curtin
problems. 4-H Club work has no that the profit thus gained comof Memphis, Miss Sarah Smoot of
Whether the Marines were where
duplicate. The individuals who put pensates abundantly fo rall effort
Chattanooga, 'Mrs. Steve 'Wiley,
they ought to be or not, they' were
expended in attending and I can
Mrs.. George Crafton. Mrs. jack
311 Walnut Street Phone 98 Fulton,.Ky•
get most from it—the "carry over" do much more work efficiently att- carrying uut duties assigned by the
S
M
H 0
W • ht,
cannot.
be
measured
I
definitely. For er the lessons."
U. S. High Command. ConsequentElizabeth
Snow. Miss
Miriam
i the ultimate success all individuals
ly, they are entitled to the full proBrowder, Mrs. Trevor Wayne. _ _
I strive to use self-analysis and con- U.
S. SHOULD PROTECT
tective force that can be applied
i servetion in daily life. We must be
ITS hIEN
to their defense. There should be
FIRAINESS
j God fearing citizens vvho practice
no hesitation whatever, irt letting
--;t a degree of self-denial, working
The fact that official Chinese the world know that it does not
Firmness of purpose is one of the I honestly and decently and enjoying
pay to attack American soldiers,
most necessary sinews of character,; our work. Homemakers club mem- Communist agencies admit that
sailors or Marines.
and one of the best instruments of! bers must represent our groups their troops recently fought a batOf course. this does not mean
success.—Chesterfield.
! with dignity, justice and worthy!
' tie with U. S. Marines will cause that the United States should open
The superior man is firm in the jof the work upheld in the eyes of
some Americans, no doubt, to ask war with the Communists in China
right way, and not merely firm.— the world, and justification of
why the Marines are in China?
but it does rnean that the United
Confucious.
those who elected us. Each officer
This is not the point at issue. States should see that its forces,
The firm, v.:ithout Pliancy, and has a definite assignsnent that she
however. According to the Marine wherever they are, are in sufficient
the pliant without firinness, re- is Expected to accomplish. For the
Corps, a motor convoy, one of the strength to protect themselves.
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
semble vessels without water, and two years membership, I have not
water without vessels.—Lavater.
allitIMIN191121111MMIPMErnikAIT'''
7WVIIIMPIE111111,11Z,
missed a ciub meeting, local. counSteadfastness is a noble quapty, ty or district, neither have I fail
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
but, unguided by knowledge or ed to report a meeting both before
hunrnility, it becomes rashness, or and after. Several articles were
HOG CHOLERA,
POULTRY POWDER
obstainacy.—Swartz.
gathered from rnembers.
Every man and woman should be
Many types of graciou§ testimony
STOCK TONICS, WORM C.APSULES
today a law to himself, lierself.— has been given by club members
a law of loyalty to Jesus' Sermon as to their motive for membership.
on the Mount.—Mary Baker Eddy. Many of us feel that this work is
VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES
• It is v,-onderfu lwhat strength of imperative to successful homemakV
purpose and boldness and energy ing. Various knowledge and current
of will are roused by the assurance events, worid affairs, art„ literathat we are doing ourduty.—Scott. ture, science, parental problems.
child psychology, besides the many
FIXITY OF PURPOSE
*a

Aliso Phyllis Ann Ringo, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey White
Ringo of Clinton, will become tne
bride of George Thomas James
son of Mr. and Mrs. G. T. James or
Fulton, on September 2. when the
ceremonies will be solemnized at
the First Baptist Church in Clinton.
Miss Ringo attended Mississippi
State College for Women at Columbus, and Western State Teachers
College at Bowling Green, Ky. Mr.
James
attended
Murray State

a
t:

b.
t.

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Watch Repairing

Warren Jewelry Co.

See Us For Your—

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!

The Public Appreciates

QUALITY IN PRINTING

NE,W OWL

DRUG COMPANY

CAR OWNERS
who care use

TEXACO GAS AND OIL
We have accessories of all
and Battery Charging.

Fulton Printing

The secret of success is constancy
to purpose,—Disraeli.
Every man who observes vigil,
antly and
resolves
steadfastly
grows unconsciousiy into genius.—
Bulwer.
When you are so devoted to doing
what is right that you press straight
on to that and disregard what men
are saying about you, there is the
triumph of moral courage.—Phillips Brooks.
The sapling bends to the breeze,
while the sturdy oak, with form Protect it!... Beaudfy It!...
and inclination fixed, breasts the Be proud of it! ... Give it a
coat of Kurfees Porch Floor
tornado.—Mary Baker Eddy.
Everything is good which takes Enamel.... Spreads so easily
away one plaything and delusion and smoothly, any child can
more, and drives us home to add do it! ... Dries in no time to
one stroke of faithful work.—Emer- a tough, hard, glossy finish.
... Improve* the appearance
son.
It is not enough to be busy; so of the entire house! ... Reare the ants. The question is: What sists rain, sun and hardest
wear.
are we busy about?—Thoreau.

YOUR
FRONT
PORCH

kinds, Batteries

CHILLS lk FEVER
HUE TO MALARIA

Do washing, greasing, polishing and Simonizing, fix flats, vulcanize tires and tubes.

BY-z70
'
'1 666

Road Service

You Never Chromed Tour

ENTAL PLATES
So Easily

MOULTRIE'S

Service
Station

Located on West State Line Street
Phone 9183

hleenite •nds messy. hornstell brushing. Just pot
your
plate or bridge in • iladm
of ulster. Add • little Meenil, Presto! Stains. di.
rolorations.•denture odor disappear. Your
teeth sparkle like neer.
Ask Your druggist
today frn tileenite,

CEENITE the Brushless Wav
Get KLEENITE today at Dehlyer
Drug Company. Evans Drug Company and all good druggists.

PORCH FLOOR
ENAMEL
Cams be used on any surface . ..
wood, stone, brick or metal. . . .
Easy to clean and keep clean.
.
You'll be pleasantly surprised at
it* fine, lustrous finish.... Comes
in ten true colors. .. . Drop in
today and select the one best
adapted to your home.... Color
chart /reel

KRAMER LUMBER CO.
Walnut St.

Phone 96

$3.95

Fulton

Fulton, Kentucicy

Distinctive Printing
Engraving
Stationery

The Printing Number

Phone 470
Letterheads

Envelopes

Statements

Ruled Forms

Sale Bills

PER GALLON

Wedding Announcements
Visiting Cards
Personal Stationery
imigumaiiiimaimEnsmigir;Jimbaaposuati..4111111111111111illUllillliiiiiiA60110110111011111411E.1111111111tlilinfillit'lllilRalli
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WAYS TO AVOID LOSS

45 minutes.

A NEW CALENDAR NEEDED

TIME TO ADJOUBN

The average person considers the
Flying in the face of fortune is
aalendar a fixture in human affairs I a good way to get your wings clipphard
to
real-I
and some of us find it
ed.
ize that, after all, it is a man-made I The farm family that keeps the
device for the convenience of hu- home
food supply up keeps living
man beings.
costs down.
The Gregorian calendar, in use
A well planned farm building alcountries
in Englishing-speaking
ways looks best in well planned
since 1752, has some inconveniences surroundings.
which the World Calendar AssociaThe farmer who is caught withtion thinks should be eliminated by
out proper insecticides should rea reformed aalendar. The Associaceive a medal from the insects.
tion is driving to get a reformed
Farming is a many-sided occupacalendar accepted and in effect on
tion, and pitiable indeed is the perJanuary 1st, 1950.
son who sees only the hard side of
U-nder the calendar proposed,
it.
every third month would have thirThe farmer who keeps
things
ty-one days and all other months
would have thiaty. This would gi* moving aneording to sound plans
equal quarters of ninety-one days, doesn't have to keep moving from
or 364 days in the year. An extra farm to farm.

•Silo Simpkins Says

OF CANNED TOMATOES,
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Despite the fact that canned tomatoes usually keep well, many
homemakers reported- to Mrs. Pearl
Haak, canning authority at the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics,
that their jars spoiled last year.
Mrs. Haak offers these suggestions
on how to put up this vitaminrkh
food.
l. Can only perfect, ripe, gardenfresh tomatoes. Speed them from
garden to jar.
2. Scald for easy peeling. Remove stem ends, peel and quarter.
3. Bring tomatoes to a rolling
boil, stirring as they heat in their
own juice.
4. Fill clean hot jars to within
a half-inch of the top and add a
teaspoon of salt to each quart. Adjust lids 'according to type-used.
5. Process jars in the water-bath
canner with the water boiling over
the jars for 10 minutes.
d. Remove jars from the waterbath and complete the seal. Allow
to cool out of a draft.
Uncooked tomatoes may be packed in hot sterile jars and then processed in the water-bath canner for

There will be many American to
criticize the members of Congress
because of the adjournment, with
much legislation left unfinished.
The criticism is not well-founded.
After all, the members of Congress, or most of them, face an election this fall and many of them
have important primary engagements with the members of their
party. Obviously, if democratic
government is to be a suacess a man
in office must have time to do
some campaigning.
POLITICS
The two major parties are preparing to pour about $1,000,000
each into the autumn Congressional campaigns, largely in abuot
Congressianl
90
and
20 states
Districts, according to Democratic
officials. Field
and Republican
outlays by both parties will go into
those districts where each believes
there is danger of gaining a seat
or losing one.
Subscribe to THE NEWS!

SALES HELP WANTED
We have an opening for sales ladies, and those
desiring steady eYnployment should apply
promptly. They may be experienced, or we will
train you.
APPLY AT ONCE. Ask for Mr. Baldridge.

Baldridge's 5c-10c Store
Fulton, Ky.
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"PHOTOGRAPHS
LIVE FOREVER"

LET US PHOTOGRAPH YOUR
DISCHARGE PAPERS

GARDNER'S STUDIO
Fulton

Keep Your Motor Smiling
Let us help you keep your car performing, and
.r
.
•
and giving you carefree service.
DRAIN AND REFILL THE CRANKCASE
COMPLETE LUI3RICAWITH NEW OIL
TION SERVICE — TIRES CHANGED AND
FtEPAIRED
Phone 9193 for Pick-Up and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GLUF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated

appear In the columns se
this newspaper. In pielookit
form, he will emulate Om
noted philosophers of past
and

present.

His

whine

and witty sayings wall be
words worthy of lase
long to be remembered.

Uncle Hank will brink ho
you

informatiort

an

air

best place to get hat blaaing, cleaning

and

altemm

Bons. He'll tell you of Br
advisability of doing homi-

CLASSIFIED ADS

Since the time of Jeseph in
Egypt, many agriculturists have expected seven bad years to follow
seven good years.
The cycle theory of good and
bad crops received something of a
jolt by the experience of the United States where farmers are now
expected to produce bumper crops
for the tenth successive year. Corn
is expected to set a new record
and while other crops are not likely to do so, prospects are excellent.
Some experts in the business of
orecasting crops do not agree with
the pessimists who tell us that a
bad year is overdue. Even if the
exaeptionally good weather does
not continue, there are some factors which lead to the belief that
high production will continue. It
is based on the idea that some of
the climatic hazards in, connection
with farm production have been
overcome.
C. M. Galvin, of Chicago, thinks
that the development of better varieties, which are steadier, more resistant to drought, pests and other
unfavorable conditions, will play a
major role in continued production.
In addition, the growing farmers
to avoid some weather hazards. As
Dorothea Kahn points out, a late
planting season, due toa excessive
rainfall, can be overcome bst machinery which enables a farmer to
get his land planted quicker and
the same applies to the work of
harvesting.
The picture of American agriculture, however, is not altogether
favorable. There is still a tendency
to "mine the soil," arosion continues to take an enormous toll
of
fertile soil and there is a danger of
surplus, perhaps, when European
agriculture gets back into production on its pre-war scale.
MAY BE

1

POLSGROVE
Mayfield Highway

°I11114.

Town Philosopher" whilst*

Sally Simpkins says she agrees
day, the 365th, would be a world
holiday and every four years, an with Barrie: "Nothing is really
additional day would be inserted work unless you would rather be
doing something else."
as a holiday, June 31st.
Proponents point out that dates
would occur on the SaMe daY of
the week every year. Anniversaries,
such as Washington's Birthday,
NOTICE!
would be on the same day of the
If you have termites, write or call
week and special ocaasions, such
as Christmas, would also have a Carl Grooms for free inspection:
402 South llth Street, Mayfield, Ky.
set place in the week's days.
We are inclined to believe that , Phone 716-R. Reference furnished.
5tp
the new calendar should be adopted
because it represents an improveFARM FOR SALE-80 acres one
ment over that now in use.
mile north of Liberty church.
Men have had a hard time per- I
School bus, mail route and milk
fecting a measurement of time but,
route -by door. Electricity on farm.
eventually, using the rising and
Several thousand feet of timber. If
setting of the sun, the changes in
Interested see Samuel E. Holly,
the moon and the apparent yearly
Fulton Route 1.
2tp.
revolution of the sun arord the
earth. formulated the system now
FOR SALE—Wood
and
coal
in use. There have been many sy- range with reservoir. Good condisums of measuring time and cal- tion. Phone 613.
2tp
endars of great variety and difFOR SALE—Jonathan Fall Beauferences. The Gregorian Calendar
has been widely used because of its ty Apples and other varieties.
improvement over other systems Luther Watkins, Crutchfield, Ky.
304tp
'cut this does not mean that it
cannot be improved or that a new
HELP WANTED—Young lady to
calendar would not add to the con- learn news writing, and do office
venience of peoples.
wash. News, Fulton, Ky.
4t
Other points in connection with
WANTED--At
once,
good base
the proposed calendar: Each quarter begins on Sunday and ends on violin. See Paul Bushart. News ofltp
Saturday, contains three months, fice.
thirteen weeks, ninety-one days.
NOTICE-4 am still permanently
Each month has twenty-six week lazated at Owl
Drug Co. Hours
days—plus Sundays. Etach year be- 8:30 a. in. to 6 p. m. or
by appointgins on Sunday, and the business ment. Dr.
Cherry, Veterinarian.
year begins on Monday.
30-2tp
By comparison, the present calendar, has quarters which begin and
end on different days of the week,
months that begin and end on dia-1
ferent week-days, months with a
varying number of week-days and
quarters of unequal length.

tOWn's own

ness with the

QUALITY CLEANERS
MOROTORIUM
In an effort to head off inflation, Reconversion Didector John
R. Steelman has halted the awarding of contracts under a $1,600,000,000 public works program. The
moratorium is to be effective for
56 days with limited exceptions,
Specifically exempted from the order are: proects costing no more
than $3,000; new construction already under way or scheduled to
begin by October 1 under contracts
alredy signed; and veterans' hospitals and housing, overseas military installations, the Manhattan
Atomic Energy project and the
building of access roads to timber
lands.

AIR MAIL
On October 1, 1946, the nem
5-cents-per-ounce rate on air rank
approved by the recent Comm"
will go into effect. The jacesatat
rate of 6 cents per ounce wia*
raised to 8 cents an ounce as.
war measure to raise revenue_
RE-EMPLOYMENT
A survey by the Department of
Justice has revealed that Sita ash
of every 1,000 veterans vaida etaemployment rights "have ?auk sop
difficulty concerning restoration In
their old jobs," according na
torney-General Tom Clark_
INDUCTEES

enlistments Ann*
Voluntary
July decreased so sharply that
Army will be compelled to soil
GOLDEN GLEAMS
for 25,000 inductees otos II*
Home life is no more natural to compulsory draft is resumed .4
to Arm
us than a cage is natural to a Sept. 1, according
cockatoo.—George Bernard Shaw. selective Service °Mania,

Do YOU know- what

Work, and Kodak Finishing.

Phone 693

YOur

TEN GOOD CROP YEARS

We do all kinds of photographic work, including
Studio Sittings, Home Portraiture, Commercial

212 Commercial Av.

MEET UNCLE HANK .... .

Fulton Ky.

The peppermint crop is reported
good, and there is some hope of
more sugar by Christmas. Now if
there's plenty of striped red paint,
we may have candy canes on the
n.ee again.—Christian Science Monitor.
411

'OPERATION OA"
Means to YOU ??

It means that WEi:WILL NOT SHRINK
YOUR DRY CLEANING by WET-WASHING it.

Our new "OPERATION O. K."

Process Dry Cleans all clothes, and we
guarantee rio shrinkage cleaning.

OK LAUNDRY
Phone 130

Fulton, Ky.
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DR:E. B. CHERRY
Veterinarian
at the

Owl Drug Co.
Phone 460
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
Night Phone Martin, 281

The
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete Burial Vault
rrbtren DependabilitY
Beauty
PerManence
Strength

NOTES AND COMMENT
You can't have one world for
peace and a half a dozen worlds
in matters of trade.
Education, despite all pronouncements, consists in teaching individuals to think.
The iricome tax colllector makes
it read. "from him that hath, It
shall be taken away."
What has become of the good old
churned fce cream we used to enjoy on Sundays?
It's about time for somebody to
write a book explaining the theories contained in other books.
Very few men wh9 made vast
profits out of the recent favor any
investigation of such gains.
Why go broke trying to peiddle
a cheap prodct when you can get
more by selling better product?
This being a political year, you
can afford to ignore some of the
stories that you hear about politicians.
Americanism: The idea that the

Veterinary Service
Service Day or Night
807-.1
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70
Bold only Thru
ranerai Directors.
lade and Serviced' by

Dr. H. W. Connaughton

EATTERJOHN
Concrete Products

Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

Graduate Veterinarian

Paducah, Ky.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

NORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON; KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Plwne 7
We handle the Famoua BRONZOLEUM Vaults

WE SPECIALME IN ALL KINDS OF

Seed Cleaning
We are equipped and have the experience to give you the kind of service you
desire in seed cleaning.
WE ALSO HAVE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
See us for your FEED AND FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRINDING.

A.C.BasilSons
East State Line
Phone 202-W or 202-J
Kentucky
Fulton,

only race question in the nation Ls RUSSIA OBSTRUCT'S
to be found below the Mason- Dixon line.
"Our peace efforts are being obWe have no idea how the new structed by Russia," declares John
price controls will work but we SteIle, National Commander of the
are quite certain that they will be American Legion, who pointedly rebetter than none.
marks that "we rapidly are apWhat has happened to the old- proaching the position where war
fashioned girl with the naturally- can be thrust upon us."
curly hair and who used only very
This may be a slight exaggeration
little make-up?
but the fundamental truth of the
Never depend upon any business statement applies forcibly to the
that pretends it is selling every- future outlook of this country. The
thing below cost and that it is not armies of Russie, under direct conoperating for profits.
trol of a small group at Moscow,
No government on the fact of are available for battle overnight
the globe has any right to tax its1 if the rulers of Russia decide to
people for the benefit of another change their international policy
nation, or its people.
that fast.
The best way to get a job is to
It is bad situation for peace-loveven
immediately,
it
start work on
ing nations when any country, with
if you've got something else mon?. powerful military forces, is in such
enjoyable to do.
an internal condition that disposiOur science expert advises that tion of its might, plus the.decision
the explosion of the atomic bomb of war and peace, can be made
at Bikini has nothing to do with without regard to popular wishes.
the present hot weather.
The situation in Russia is worse beA correspondent writes to ask, cause the people, as a mass, have
"Why go to church?" The brother little control of government policis writing the wrong party; he es and would not likely know anyshould ask himself. He ought to thing about a war until announced
know.
by Moscow.
If you are dissatisfied with prices.
you nee dnot wait on a law; all CULTURE BEFORE COLUMBUS
you have to do is to decline to
buy. Nobody can make you spend
Some 450 years ago, one Christoyour money.
pher Columbus was discovering the
We have no idea that the governNew World, or at least, he was unment should take over business
covering it to the intellect of his
but, just the same, we have no
race and European generations. In
idea that business be allowed to
Santo Domingo, the city of Ciudad
take over the country.
Trujillo is celebrating the 450th anFarmers, who complain about
niversary of its founding in 1496,
the
profits of the middlemen,
when Barthlome, Columbus' bro.
should organize and handle their
ther, moored his ship to a tree and
own sales, making them direct to
set up the oldest settlement
the
the consumer if they want to.
Western Hemisphere.
Minorities know how to secure
Even this statement requires corgreater rights than those accorded
rection, because there were many
members of the majority and they
settlements in the New World when
are smart enough to make the maColumbus arrived. Remains of anjorities like the process.
cient civilizations have been found
The interest of all inhabitants of
in several countries, suggesting that
Fulton deserve the consideration of
the culture an dintelligence of peoevery public official and the best
ple who lived in the Western Hemway to make progress is to take
isphere was, in many ways, on a
care of every legitimate interest.
par wit hthat of the people oft
Judging from the conflicting reEurope.
ports that come from Palestine,
If you have never read about
there are two waves of terrorism
the ancient peoples who inhabited
one by the British army and the
the Western Hemisphere, even beother by Jewish underground elefore the noble red man, it might
ments. What's the matter with the
be a good idea for you to go to a ,
Arabs?
library and get a book on the sub-1
Nearly four Americans die in
lect. You will learn something frorn1
highway accidents every hour of
it.
the day and night. This adds up to
more than 30,000 fatalities a year
which ought to mean something HIGHER PRICES AHEAD
even to a population notoriously
The American buyer can expect
reckless and careless.
higher prices but economic experts ,
suggest that the impact on the
FOR
family budget will not be measuredi
until next fall.
HEALTH'S SAICE-While the OPA, upon its retwwal
issued a number of orders providSEE YOUR
ing price increases. decontrols and I
CHIROPRACTIC
miscellaneous adjustments, few of ,
PHYSICIAN
them reflect any of the advances in
raw materials and most of them
PHONE 450
vvere in process when the agency
DR. B. L. DAVIS
was temporarily abolished by Con- 1
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
gress.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
It renriains to be seen whether
the new legislation accomplishes
much in holding down price increases. Frankly, we have considcrable doubt and the probability is
that sr metime in the next year or
REAL ESTATE and
so, the main que§tion in Americaa
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER homes will be the high cost of living.
OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
Of course, average intelligence
BANK—PHONE 61
suggests that the nation will go
Farm and City Property through a repetition of wage deList or Buy With Us! mands and that each time there is
an increasIli in wages. producers
will demand a price increase. It
may be very baffling to the consumer, or purchaser, but it has not
yet begun to tax the pocketbook
nerve.

But everybody can follow these common
sense precwitions and help reduce the hazards:
1. Clean up your premises.
2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
closets.
3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY—be sure you are fully covered—both
buildings and household effects.
4. If you have any insurance problems or
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.
FIRE—it can happen to you!

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Fulton, Kentucky

Main Street

Notice To
FARMERS!
Just a word to the farmers around Fulton and
adjoining communities
We are going to BUY AND STORE POTATOES THIS FALL in Fulton.
We are located in the Kramer Building just
east of the I. C. Railroad, near Usona Hotel. We
will appreciate your patronage.

Gordon, Somors
& Vaughan
CAN You PUT
THIS Puma Tomlin?

CHAS. W. BURROW

TAX NOTICE
you owe.elty Taxes they are delinquent.

The Mayor anct City Council have instructed me to collect same by September Ist,or- file suit in City Court which will add additional expense
on delinquent taxes.
Pay

No Building Is Immune
From FIRE--

taxes at the City Clerk's office before September lst. 1946.

K. P.DALTON, Chief of Police
Delinquent Tax Collector

•toad text ef
this ad. ilea
art ost tad 4
black pieces
shows ahem.

ef a Sig Bargain for your Business

TOBACCO
A record-breaking American tobacco yield was forcast by the
Agriculture Department, which estimates total world production this
year as 10 per cent larger than
the 1945 output. The new crop in
this country was estimated at 2,126,000,000 pounds, which is 50 per
cent larger than in 1945 and 42 per
cent above than 1940-44 average.
During the war we read in some
religious magazines that the war
might have been avoided in the
Pacific if the churches of the nai tion had sent more missionaries to
Papan. Well, now is the time to
send them to prevent a future fight.
Some drivers on the highway today still consider the automobile
a great sporting machine. The fact
that most travelers are on their
way to some business appointment
and are not in a mood for a good
competitive fling doesn't seem to
I occur'to them.

pentsle. When properly mt.
Heres a faacinating
enabled it forma the letter T--for colophon*.
How there's an instrument of program' which has
grows so ia value that the °sty puzzling thing about the
telephone is how business ever managed to get along
without it Today there are twice as many telephones as
there were 20 years ago--6v• times as many as there
were 30 years ago! As telephone service has grown, eo
has your own business. More telephones—more customere—more business for you.
Not only in value and usefulness, bat in cost, the
telephone stands out as a real bargain. Consider that
your telephone rate is no more today than it was years
ago. This record, this genuine achievement, is becoming
more and more difficult to maintain. That's because the
trend of rising costs confronting all businesses is increasing the cost of everything going into the furnishing of
telephone service to you.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE All TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Illt0IPOIATED

Ad No.757-A —Alrpears in
Prepared by Tucker

Subscribe to THE NEWS!

sunk of August 19, 1944
•Company
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We Invite You To Visit Fulton's
Outstanding Home-Furnishings Store
.114

TWe',7
We are proud of the many fine friends we have made
in Fulton and the Ken-Tenn Territory. Our policy has

THE-WHITE HOUSE WA5 ORIGINALLY
CALLED _THE
SUPERINTENw:
talk ,‘„.. NOEWAL*14
,
LLAGE ,...-roucri°P141:1
01110
3
'

always been to bring our customers the best merchandise available, and render prompt, friendly service. The

4

MI&

shopping public has been responsive to our efforts to
provide home lovers with the things they desire to
beautify and add charm to their homes.
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
Answere to last week's question is TRUE—The Napo is
so called because of the humming noise they make.

ASSORTED BOOK CASES
Book Cases, with two and three shelves. Handsomely finished
$5.95 $7.50 $8.95

JUST RECEIVED

WRTTING DESKS

Secretary Book Case, with six nice shelves $13.95
RADIOS THAT GUARANTEE
FINE RECEPTION

l3e4utiful Breakfast Room Suite. Handsomely
finished table top with floral designs. Four sturdy,
charmingly mad chairs with upholstered bottomsStrictly new and delightful in pattern and beauty.
Somebody will grab his set quick.
$94.95
NEW PORTABLE LIGHT
Totelight, with flourescent tube. Fine for camping or outdoors at night, or for road trouble while
motoring. Complete with batteries
$15.00
PORTABLE ICE BOXES
Pack-A-Snack Picnic Refrigerator Box.
Dandy for outings

Beautifully designed Sonora Radios, in plastic or
wood cabinet. If you are looking for a radio to
replace your old set, or desire to add a portable
set that may be installed at any desired spot,
then you can find it here.
All-Electric Sonora Radio
5-tube set

$7.50

AUTOCART PHONOGRAPH
An all-electric phonograph, with the new tone
control. Priced at only
$30.50

32-GALLON AUTOMATIC WATER HEATER
All-Electric, provides hot water quickly
$75.60

$33.70

3-4 INNER SPRING MATTRESSES
Perfect Sleeper Brand

$42.76

TOUCH UP THE HOME W/TH
A BEAU'TIFUL PICTURE

Sonora Farm Radio
Complete with battery

Knee-Hole Desk. With beautifully inlaid top,
spacious drawer and three roomy shelves $29.95
Child's Desk, in nice maple finish
$10.95

$23.55

Emerson Electric Radio
5-tube set

For School Days or Home Use.

SOMETHING NEW! The lJnder-Pillow Speaker.
FUN for sick room or hospital. ?flay be connected
to any radio.
DESK LAMPS

$41.95

Fine selection of pictures, including beautiful
pictorial and landscape views. Bought at a savings that will be passed on to our customers. YOU
WILL SAVE 50 PERCENT if you buy now.

FINE PLATE GLASS liffIRRORS
REMEMBER US FOR RADIO SERVICE
We give One-Day Service. We will pick-up your
radio in the A. M.and return it to vou in the P.M.,
if you live inside the city. Also a nice stock of
tubes, Parts are avilable.

of
4

Flourescent Desk Lamps, complete with tube
$14 and $14.95
You won't find finer mirrors to add charm and
beauty to your home. In many and varied designs,
$5.95 to $39.95
and priced from
LUGGAGE FOR TRAVEL
We have a nice assorment of luggage, including
the popular Overnight Bags, Matched Bags and
$1.40 t,o $41.15
Trunks.
Price includes Federal Excise Tax.

All-Metal Desk Lamp

$5.50

All-Metal Goose Neck Desk Lamp

$2.89

PEN AND PENCIL SETS
Pen and Ash Tray Set
Pen and Pencil Set

$2.25
$3.25

UTILITY CABINET (All-Steel)
5 shelves, popular- Kay-Dee brand

FULTON ELECTRIC
319-323 WALNUT STREET

"WIMMEMS

A

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

$1,..
11.9133
RECORDS
New Shipment of Records
arriving regularly

$21.95

FURNITURE,C07
PHONE 100
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PALESTINE
Mr_ and Mrs. Harold Pewitt were
cd Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Bard
Sunday from
church.
Jimmie Wallice is spending the
'sweet with his aunt, Mrs. Leslie
4.1111112*19r. Gus Donoho under went an
inpesaltist in Memphis Baptist hosf-plialrat
tig last
.ely.week and reported doIan and Mrs. Morgan Davidson
vomit Sunday at Gilbertsville, Ky.
lilts. Warren
Thompson and
4:11141dren of Clinton are spending
ft* 'week with Mr. and Mrs. Ed
'Thompson.
Mr_ and Mrs. Harold Pewitt spent
-Friday night with her parents east
of town.

.,. , ,,,,,,_„.
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TODAY AND SATURDAY
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Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Bard and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt were
dinner guests of Mrs. Leslie Nugent Wednesday night.
Mrs. Gus Donoho and Mrs. Fred
Bondurant went to Memphis Monday to visit Mr. Donoho in the
Baptist hospital.
Mesdames C. L. Drysdale and A.
M. Browder visited Mrs. Perry
Browder Sunday afternoon near
Union City. She has just recotered
from an operation.
George Browder and children of
Lansing, Mich , spent the week end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Browder. Sue Easley ac.companied them home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. William McClanahan and daughter, Joan spent Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lon Brown.
Bro. and Mrs. E. F. Sands were
guests of Mr .and Mrs. Gus Browder Sunday from church.

I

Amelia Browder and Mary Jane
Bradley are spending a few days
this week with the formers grandparents,- Mr. arid Mrs. Gus Browder.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
John Verhines and family were Mr.
and Mrs. Haild Duncan and family
of Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Shupe, Mary Jean Linton and Sue
Marynard of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Nelson 91
Dukedom visited Mr. and Mrs. C.
B. Caldwell Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy King spent
the week end in St. Louis, Mo,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Graham returned Sunday from a weeks vacation in Pensacola, Fla.

PILOT OAK

Farmers may insure various portions of their normal crop returns
under partial insurance features of
Crop insurance protected 3,643 the program Protection is afforded
wheat farmers in Kentucky this against all natural unavoidable crop
hail, flood,
year, M. D. Royse, Director of the hazards, including
State Production and Marketing drouth, insects, and diseases. "FedAdministration Committee, said to- eral Crop Insurance is a non-ptofit
day. This same protection with program to guarantee protection to
some newly added features is avail- farmers," Mr. Royse pointed Out.
able to growers who intend to plant Administrative costs are paid Is,V
the Government, and all premiums
wheat for 1947 harvest.
New features include provisions are reseryed for payment to In-.
for insuring percentages of from sured farn*rs when their crops
60 to 100 percent of either of the are lost. "No matter how skillfultwo basic levels of coverage. This ly the farmer plants anq care? for
provides a wider range of coverage
erhPs, Weather is beyond his
than was offered last year to win- control" he concluded. "The farmter wheat farmers, Mr. Royse add- er's only assurance cif some return
from, his wheat crop is a Federal
ed.
Under this
feature, premium Crop Insurance contract. County
rates will be' reduced for the tow- Agticultural Conservation .0tfices
insurance
crop
er 47overage policies and farmers 'and euthorized
have a greater choice in selecting Agents will offer contracts for sale
insurance to fit their needs, he con- in this State until September 28,
tinued.
1946."
WHEAT CROP INSURANCE
FOR THE 1947 CROP

Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Yates spent
Saturday night and Sunday at the
bedside of his mother, Mrs. Ancy
Yates of Fulton. Mrs. Yates is very
sick at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive and
children and Mrs. Inez Lowry left
Friday night for Detroit, Mrs.
Olive's mother 'was to undergo a
very serious operation the latted
part of the week. We wish for her
a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Lola Lentz and daughter
from Wingo visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ferd Steele Wednesday of last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wright and
baby from Fulton took Sunday
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
ROPER
Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McPearson
Ellis Henry and sons, E. R. and
R. A., of Dumas, Ark., have been have a very nice new store building
visiting his sisters, Mrs. Vick Rop- and residence combined. Monday
er at Hickman, and Mrs. Ray was opening day for his nice line
Adams of this district and his bro- of groceries and drugs.
Mrs. Mary\Collins is doing some
thers, Lee Henry at Fulton and
Frank Henry of this district and interesting paintings for Mr. Fonnie Reed's antique shoppe at Dukeother relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Neely Hoodenpyle dom.
Some of the church people at
of Harmony community 'were recent guests of Mrs. W. W. Preuett Water Valley took Saturday dinand son, and Miss Willie Henry and ner with Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Mrs. Lexie Floyd visited Mrs.
brother, Pat Henry.;Eddie Mosley, and John Phillip Mary Lois 1VLePearson Saturday.
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Mrs. Ruby Mae Steele and chilMayfield spent one day recently
WILD BILL ELLIOTT
dren visited Mrs. Winnie Steele
with George Jones.
BOBBY BLAKE in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Henry and Thursday afternoon.
Miss Dorothy Yates spent Saturson, Billy visited Mr. and Mrs.
"Phantom of the Plains" Murrell Williams at their home day night and Sunday with Miss
Helen Crittenden.
near Cayce SundaY.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart,
Miss June Vick returned .to her
SUNDAY-MONDAY
home in St. Louis Wednesday, aft- Ward and Mrs. Violet Bushart and
er spending several weeks with her Gale went to Fulton Saturday.
Mrs. Thelma Puckett and She
sse ewe
aunt, Mrs. John Jones and other
aff DOOM.
taken Sunday dinner with her parrelatives and friends.
Gey Kibbe*
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Fitzgerald ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lunsford Row%sir Milieus
of Union City spent Sunday with land.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Copeland. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mosley.
Plus Cartoon ,and Comedy
Jimmy Ray Fitzgerald is spend- and Mrs. Delmas Copeland and son
ing this week with Eddie Mosley. Mr. and Mrs. Milton Steele and
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
Janie Dell and George A. Jones son visited Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Steele
spent last Friday with Dorothy Sue Sunday afternoon.
Double Feature
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
and Eddie Mosley.
SIDNEY TOLER - SEN YOUNG
Mrs. Martha Fields spent- the son, Mr. and ..Mrs. Harry Yates
In
week end with her sister, Mrs. took Sunday dinner with Mr. 'and
Mrs. John Yates.
"Shadows Over
Mary Johnston at Hickman.
Sunday night visitors of Mr. and
Mrs.
Joe
Atwill
visited
her
&ughChinatown"
ter, Mrs. James H. Owens one day Mrs. B. G. Lowry were Mr. and
Plus
Mrs. Tommie Moore. Mr. Lee
last week.
TYRONE POWELL
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor and sons, Roy Olive, Mr. Fred Waggoner, Mr. and
Milton and Joe of near Fulton vis- Mrs. John Yates.
NANCY KELLY
Mrs. Estell Etherson is very
ited awt
sick
.
dle with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. A. Fields one day last in Fulton hospital.
Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Mount visit"Jessie James"
week.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart,
Sunday.
OFFICER CANDIDATES WILL
Mrs. Allene Lowry spent ThursBE CHOSEN AT WEST POINT
day of last week with Mrs. Ona
Lowry.
"An example of the democratic! Mrs. Violet Bushart
and Gale
system by which officer candidates taken Sunday dinner
with Mr. anci
are chosen for the United States Mrs. Orbie Bushart.
Military Acriemy at West Point
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Cole from
will be shown when 142 enlisted Texas spent Thursday
night of
men of Army Ground Forces in the last week with Mr.
and Mrs. Edd
'drifted States, and from technical Rhodes.
.and administrative services, will
.?ornpete with approximately 200
SUNDAY, AUGUST 25
other soldiers of ground forces
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
overseas and other troops for 122
anRnintmentg to the Acadeiny next
"Mind" is the subject of the LesJuly," the War Department pointed son-Se
rmon which will be read in
out today.'
all Christian
Science
churches
Applications are now being re- throughout
the world on Sunday,
ceived by the commanding generals !
August 25, 1946.
ow"
of the six Armies in the United
The Golden Text is "The Lord of
States, anct of the Itilitary District
of Washington. The 142 new appli- hosts hath sworn, saying, Surely as
cants who meet the physical re- I have thought, so shall it come to
quirements will be selected Sep- pass; and as I have purposed, so
tember 1 for a United States Mili- shall it stand." (Isa.14:24).
Among tbe citations which COMtary Academy Training Program,
and will take competitive entrance prise the Lesson-Sermon is the following from the Bible: "For to be
examinations on March 4.
"Through this, all enlisted men canrally minded is death; but to
who meet the age • requirements be spiritually minded is life anci
have a chance to rise to executive peace." (Rom.8:6).
positions in the Army—few organizations offer personnel such an
opportunity to jump ahead" Army
officials declared.
Applciants must be citizens, and
single, with a high school education
or its equivalent. They must have
reached their 19th birthdays, but
not their 22nd, unless they have
served honorably for a year or
more in the armed forces during
World War II, in which case they
may apply if they have not reached
their 24th birthday. One year enlited service before July 1, 1947,
and active enlisted status on that
date is necessary, but prior service may be counted.

Corn Cobs
For Sale
$2.00 Per Ton
BROWDER MILLING CO.
Incorporated

•

Fulton, Ky.

4.5-nnp4iaide/i2us
RAisiN BUNS

GIVE THEM A

--A) 4.);
• Melty-rich, piping hot Raisin BUM
—made with Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast! IF YOU BAKE AT
HOME—use it to help you turn out
delicious breads at a rnoment's notice.
Stays fresh for weeks on your pantry
shelf—ready for quick action. Dissolve
according to directions—theti use as
fresh yeast At your grocer's.

.Slays fresh_on your poutry-shelf

Stop...
have a Coke

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

\Fry Shoe Store
Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

All persons holding claims against
the estate of W. M. Patrick, deceased will please present them approved at once. All persons indebted to said estate please see me
at once.
J. C. Sugg, Sr., Administrator ,of
W. M. Patrick personal estate.
Mr. J. A. Wheeler of Boonville,
Miss , is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
R. Hopkins of 409 Glendale Ave.,•in
South Fulton.

ROMEO UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Company. Inc.

'

